CREATING A CASHLESS FUTURE

E-MONEY, REWARDS & CRYPTO CURRENCIES

BUILD APPS AND SERVICES THAT EMBED USES OF DIGITAL MONEY

ENABLE OTHERS TO DO THE SAME
TAGCASH IS AN ELECTRONIC MONEY ISSUER REGULATED BY THE BSP (PHILIPPINES CENTRAL BANK)

MONEY - DEPOSIT, WITHDRAW, DISBURSEMENT
PAYMENTS - QR CODE, RFID, NFC, SOUND, API
REWARDS - COUPONS, STAMPS, REWARD POINTS
CLOSED LOOP, OPEN LOOP, CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND MORE
PEER TO PEER LENDING
E-KYC & IDENTITY SYSTEMS
SIMPLE GAMES TO WIN
MONEY AND VALUE

NON FUNGIBLE TOKENS (NFTS)
FOR TOKENIZED GAME ASSETS
Digital Money will not be used seriously unless there is a reason to use it, but we cannot do it alone.

Tagcash offers development of apps and games to be built using Tagcash core code, enabling startups and established companies to quickly create engaging experiences, using the capabilities within Tagcash.

These apps exist in Tagcash, as standalone applications or both at the same time.

Development is in UX markup and javascript, using fusetools.com open source software.
TAGTALK - Standalone Chat App like WhatsApp

TAG TOUCH - Stored Value on NFC

TAG 77 - Events and Ticketing

TAG LEARN - E-Learning Sachet Style

TAG SARI - for sari-sari stores, sales, inventory & credit

BIKE SCOUTS - Multiple tagcash modules in one app

SOCIETY EIGHT = E-commerce supporting retail shops
CONTACT / DEVELOPER INFO

DOWNLOADS,
API & APP DEVELOPMENT

www.tagcash.com
info@tagcash.com

developer.tagcash.com
demo.tagcash.com